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Abstract— In this paper, a computationally effective trajec-
tory generation algorithm of omnidirectional mobile robots is
proposed. The algorithm plans a reference path based on Bézier
curves, which meets obstacle avoidance. Then the algorithm
solves the problem of motion planning for the robot to track the
path in short travel time while satisfying dynamic constraints
and robustness to noise. Accelerations of the robot are computed
and refined such that they satisfy the time optimal condi-
tion for each sample time interval. The numerical simulation
demonstrates the improvement of trajectory generation in terms
of travel time, satisfaction of dynamic constraint and smooth
motion control compared to a previous research.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers have worked on vehicle motion plan-
ning. The form of the vehicle includes car-like, differen-
tial drive, omni-directional, and other models. Balkcom [4]
developed the time optimal trajectories for the bounded
velocity model of differential drive robots. Jung [5] and
Moore [6] dealt with omnidirectional vehicles; the control
strategy employed by these papers consists of building a
geometric path and tracking path by using feedback control.
Huang [7] proposed an approach to vision-guided local
navigation for nonholonomic robot based upon a model of
human navigation. The approach uses the relative headings
to the goal and to obstacles, the distance to the goal, and the
angular width of obstacles, to compute a potential field over
the robot heading. The potential field controls the angular
acceleration of the robot, steering it towards the goal and
away from obstacles. Hamner [8] maneuvered an outdoor
mobile robot that learns to avoid collisions by observing
a human driver operate a vehicle equipped with sensors
that continuously produce a map of the local environment.
The paper describes implementation of steering control that
models human behavior in trying to avoid obstacles while
trying to follow a desired path. Hwang [9] developed the
trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance of a car-like
mobile robot within an intelligent space via mixed H2/H∞

decentralized control. Two CCD cameras are used to realize
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the pose of the robot and the position of the obstacle. Based
on the authority of these cameras, a reference command for
the proposed controller of the robot is planned.

This paper especially focuses on two papers: Kalmar-
Nagy [2] and Sahraei [1]. Kalmar-Nagy [2] has proposed
minimum time trajectory generation algorithm for omnidi-
rectional vehicles, that meets dynamic constraints, but no
obstacles are considered. A near-optimal control strategy
is shown to be piecewise constant (bang-bang type) in the
paper. Sahraei [1] has presented a motion planning algorithm
for omnidirectional vehicles, based on the result of [2].
The paper has claimed that the algorithm satisfies obstacle
avoidance as well as time optimality given in discrete time
system.

This paper shows that Sahraei’s algorithm is problematic.
To resolve the problems, a new motion planning algorithm
for omnidirectional vehicles is proposed, which also satisfies
obstacle avoidance and dynamic constraints in a discrete
time system. The numerical simulations provided in this
paper demonstrate a better solution to the problem of motion
planning by the proposed algorithm than Sahraei’s.

This paper is organized as follows. Section III describes
dynamic constraints of the robots based on the result of
[2]. In section IV, Sahraei’s algorithm [1] is introduced.
Section V proposes the new algorithm. Finally, a numerical
simulation is presented in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Bézier Curve

Bézier Curves were invented in 1962 by the French en-
gineer Pierre Bézier for designing automobile bodies. Today
Bézier Curves are widely used in computer graphics and
animation. A Bézier Curve of degree n can be represented
as

P(λ ) =
n

∑
i=0

Bn
i (λ )Pi, λ ∈ [0,1] (1)

Bn
i (λ ) =

(
n
i

)
(1−λ )n−i

λ
i, i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,n} (2)

Bézier Curves have useful properties for path planning:
• They always pass through P0 and Pn.
• They are always tangent to the lines connecting P0→ P1

and Pn→ Pn−1 at P0 and Pn respectively.
• They always lie within the convex hull of their control

points.



III. DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS OF THE OMNIDIRECTIONAL
VEHICLE

Fig. 1 shows the bottom view of an omnidirectional
vehicle that consists of three wheels. This type of vehicle is
able to move in any direction and spin as it moves. Kalmar-
Nagy described a model that relates the amount of torque
available for acceleration to the speed of the three wheeled
omnidirectional vehicle [1]. This section is based on the
results of [2].

Fig. 1. Bottom view of the omnidirectional vehicle [2]

Fig. 2. Geometry of the omnidirectional vehicle [2]

It is shown that the drive velocities are defined as linear
functions of the velocity and the angular velocity of the
robot:v1

v2
v3

=

 −sinθ cosθ L
−sin(π

3 −θ) −cos(π

3 −θ) L
−sin(π

3 +θ) −cos(π

3 +θ) L

 ẋ
ẏ
θ̇

 , (3)

where L is the distance of the drive units from the center of
mass of the robot, vi is the individual wheel velocities, θ is
the angle of counterclockwise rotation (See Fig. 2). The new
time and length scales are introduced

T =
2m
3β

, Ψ =
4αmUmax

9β 2 , (4)

to normalize x, y, and t to the nondimensional variables

x̄ =
x
Ψ

, ȳ =
y
Ψ

, t̄ =
t
T

. (5)

The constants α and β are determined by the motor charac-
ter. Umax is the maximum value of the voltage applied to the
motor. m is the mass of the robot. Then the constraint of the
robot (after dropping the bars) becomes

q2
x(t)+q2

y(t)≤ 1, (6)

where the two components of control qx(t) and qy(t) are

qx(t) = ẍ+ ẋ, (7)
qy(t) = ÿ+ ẏ. (8)

It has been shown that the optimal control strategy is
achieved when

q2
x(t)+q2

y(t) = 1, t ∈ [0, t f ], (9)

where t f is the final time. Kalmar-Nagy [2] solves the
problem of time optimal motion trajectory by ensuring the
equality, but no obstacles are considered.

IV. SAHRAEI’S ALGORITHM

Sahraei [1] proposed a trajectory generation algorithm
based on the results of [2]. The algorithm is differentiated
from Kalmar-Nagy’s algorithm by two properties: real-time
trajectory generation and obstacle avoidance. The first step
is to construct the Voronoi diagram to find a sketch path
that keeps away from obstacles. Start and target points, s
and t are added to this graph with corresponding edges
which connect these two points to their cells vertices. After
constructing the graph Dijkstras shortest path algorithm is
run. The resulting path is the shortest path whose edges are
in the Voronoi diagram. Two Bézier curves are used to find
a smooth path near the resulting path with regards to initial
and final conditions. Let p0, p1, . . . , pn are vertices of the
shortest path and p0, and pn are s and t respectively. The
first Bézier curve, Pa(λ ) for λ ∈ [0,1], is constructed by p0,
q, r, and p1, where control points q and r are introduced to
satisfy slope of initial velocity constraint and continuity of
curve and its slope in p1. The second Bézier curve Pb(λ )
is constructed by p1, . . . , pn. Following equations describe
boundary conditions:

Ṗa(0)
|Ṗa(0)|

=
v0

|v0|
, (10)

Ṗa(1)
|Ṗa(1)|

=
Ṗb(0)
|Ṗb(0)|

. (11)

Fig. 3 shows an example of the paths.



Fig. 3. A smooth path resulted from two Bezier curves. The first Bezier
curve is illustrated in green and the second one is shown in blue [1].

Finally Sahraei assigned a velocity magnitude to each
point on the generated curve P(λ ) =

(
X(λ ),Y (λ )

)
. To

implement this, the paper tried to find a function α : t ∈
{0,h,2h, . . .} → λ ∈ [0,1] such that X(α(t)) and Y (α(t))
satisfy the following dynamic constraint

(Ẋ + Ẍ)2 +(Ẏ + Ÿ )2 ≤ 1, (12)

where h ∈ R+ is the sample time interval. Note that the
variables X , Y , and t for (12) are normalized values by
(4). For the sake of optimality α(t) was calculated such
that the left side of the inequality constraint (12) approaches
1. To find λn , α(nh) for all n’s Sahraei used derivative
approximations to define the function f :

f (λ ) =
(

X(λ )−X(λn−2)
2h + X(λ )+X(λn−2)−2X(λn−1)

h2

)2

+
(

Y (λ )−Y (λn−2)
2h + Y (λ )+Y (λn−2)−2Y (λn−1)

h2

)2
−1+ ε.

(13)

λn is calculated by solving the equation

f (λ ) = 0 (14)

based on λn−1 and λn−2 by Newton’s method. ε ∈ R+ in
(13) guarantees that the results of Newton’s method make
the left side of inequality (12) less than but close to 1. Since
λn relies on two previous values of λ , at the first step λ0 and
λ1 should be calculated. It is straightforward that λ0 = 0. To
calculate λ1, a hypothetical λ−1 is introduced to approximate
the position of the robot before initial time, X(λ−1) defined
by

X(λ0)−X(λ−1)
h

≈ vx0 , (15)

and so forth for Y .

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

This section proposes a new algorithm for obstacle
avoiding real-time trajectory generation of omnidirectional
vehicles. To describe this method, let an = (axn ,ayn) =
(ẍ(nh), ÿ(nh)), vn = (vxn ,vyn) = (ẋ(nh), ẏ(nh)), zn = (xn,yn) =
(x(nh),y(nh)) denote the acceleration, velocity, and position
of the vehicle, respectively, at sample time. Suppose that
all of the variables used in this section are nondimensional
variables scaled by (4).

Note that the first derivatives of the nondimensional vari-
ables are given by

dx̄
dt̄

=
dt
dt̄

d
dt

x̄ =
dt
dt̄

d
dt

x
Ψ

=
T
Ψ

dx
dt

(16)

and so forth for dȳ
dt̄ . Using similar derivation, the second

derivatives are

d2x̄
dt̄2 =

T 2

Ψ

d2x
dt2 (17)

and so forth for d2 ȳ
dt̄2 .

The new algorithm uses Voronoi’s diagram and a Bézier
curve to generate the reference trajectory as Sahraei did.
A problem of Sahraei’s algorithm is that it did not do
any calculation to ensure that the Bézier curve misses the
obstacles. To resolve this problem, this paper ensures that the
convex hull constructed by the control points of the Bézier
curve does not contain any obstacles. If it does, the control
points are positioned so that the intersections disappear.

The algorithm also deals with velocities and acceler-
ations of the robot in discrete time system sampled by
t = {0,h,2h, . . .}. However, it computes accelerations an
that meet optimal condition (9) as opposed to that Sahraei
computes positions zn. The set of all such accelerations A

p
n

is represented as

Ap
n = {(axn ,ayn)| (axn + vxn)

2 +(ayn + vyn)
2 = 1}. (18)

If vn is given, (20) can be rewritten as

Ap
n = {(−vxn + cosθn,−vyn + sinθn)| θn ∈ [0,2π)}. (19)

The beauty of (19) is that it guarantees satisfaction of (9)
while Sahraei’s algorithm only has the left side of the
equation approach 1. It also simplifies the value of the
accelerations to one variable θn.

The set of all feasible accelerations that meet dynamic
constraint (6), An is represented as

An = {(axn ,ayn)| (axn + vxn)
2 +(ayn + vyn)

2 ≤ 1}. (20)

Geometrically, A
p
n is the circle that has center at (−vxn ,−vyn)

and radius of 1. An is the union of boundary and area inside
of the circle.

In this algorithm, the robot is assumed to follow the
constant acceleration equations of motion with an for time
interval t ∈

[
nh,(n + 1)h

)
. Once an is determined, thus, the

velocity and the position at next sample time is calculated
by applying the constant acceleration motion equations and
using an:

vn+1 = vn +han, an ∈ Ap
n , (21)

zn+1 = zn +hvn +
h2

2
an, an ∈ Ap

n . (22)

In the problems that we consider, v0 and z0 are initially
given. So a0 is solely determined by selecting θ0 in (19).
Once a0 is determined, v1 and z1 are obtained by applying
(21) and (22) and using a0, and so on. Thus we only need
to find θn for all n’s in order to fulfill motion planning of



the robot, represented by a set of zn. We also can generalize
that vn and zn are give when we calculate θn at t = nh.

Equation (22) can be rewritten as the sum of two vectors:

zn+1 = cn+1 + rn+1, (23)

where

cn+1 =
[

xn
yn

]
+(h− h2

2
)
[

vxn

vyn

]
, (24)

rn+1 =
h2

2

[
cosθn
sinθn

]
. (25)

Since vn and zn are given at t = nh, cn+1 is deterministic.
rn+1 relies on θn. So the set of all zn+1 corresponding to A

p
n ,

Z
p
n+1 is given by

Z
p
n+1 = {zn+1| |zn+1− cn+1|= h2

2 }. (26)

The set of all feasible zn+1 corresponding to An, Zn+1 is
represented as

Zn+1 = {zn+1| |zn+1− cn+1| ≤ h2

2 }. (27)

Geometrically, Z
p
n+1 can be interpreted as the circle that

has center at cn+1 and radius of h2

2 as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Zn+1 is the union of boundary and area inside of the circle.
Let Ωz denote the set of all feasible positions on the pre-
generated Bézier curve P(λ ) =

(
X(λ ),Y (λ )

)
at next sample

time t = nh:

Ωz = Zn+1∩P(λ ). (28)

In the set, the intersections of Z
p
n+1 and P(λ ), zp

1 and zp
2

satisfy the optimal condition (9). We will select zp
1 , the one

further down from current position as zn+1 provides shorter
travel time.

(a) Z
p
n+1 on a reference trajectory. (b) The enlarged Z

p
n+1.

Fig. 4. Geometry of Z
p
n+1 from zn on a reference trajectory. p is defined

by the point on the reference trajectory, which is closet to cn+1

Assuming that the reference path is planned such that
Zn+1 intersect the path for all n’s, we only need to find
θn corresponding to zp

1 for motion planning of the vehicle.
However, noise in a real system may have Zn+1 miss the path.
For this case, another path following heuristic is required.
The algorithm is divided into two modes depending on if
Zn+1 intersect the reference path or not: intersect-reference-
trajectory (IR) and out-of-reference-trajectory (OR).

A. IR mode

In IR mode, θn corresponding to zp
1 is calculated in

computationally efficient way. Firstly, we define the point
on the Bézier curve, p which is the closest to cn+1 as shown
in Fig. 4(a). To calculate p, we introduce the function f :

f (λ ) = (X(λ )− cxn+1)
2 +(Y (λ )− cyn+1)

2. (29)

Then p is given by

p =
(
X(λ p),Y (λ p)

)
, (30)

where λ p is the solution to the equation f (λ ) = 0, which
is calculated by applying Newton’s method. In Fig. 4(a),
the portion of the Bézier curve inside of the circle can be
considered to be line segment of which slope is equal to
the slope of tangent at p, given that time interval h is small
enough. So we can approximate zp

1 as the intersect point
between the circle and the tangent line at p. Let φ denote
the slope of the tangent line:

φ = tan−1 ( Ẏ (λ p)
Ẋ(λ p)

)
. (31)

Looking at the geometry of p, zp
1 , and cn+1 in Fig. 4(b), θn

is given by

θn = φ +ζ , (32)

where ζ can be calculated by applying law of sines for
4zp

1 pcn+1:

ζ = sin−1 (2|p− cn+1|
h2 sin(π− γ +φ)

)
. (33)

Where γ is the signed angle of direction of the vector −−−→cn+1 p.

B. OR mode

To account for noise presents in a real system, an effi-
cient path following heuristic is presented. To describe this
method, we introduce two terms: yerr and ψerr. The cross
track error yerr is defined by the distance between cn+1 and
p. The heading error ψerr is defined by the angle difference
from the current heading of the robot, ψn to the slope of
tangent at p (See Fig. 4(a)).

The feedback control is designed such that the robot
approaches to the reference trajectory while making ψerr
small. So we use PID steering control given by

δψ = kpyerr + kdψerr + ki

∫
yerrdt (34)

where δψ is the deflection of the heading of the robot.

δψ = ψn+1−ψn (35)

θn of the acceleration an that produces the desired δψ

can be calculated in cost efficient way. Fig. 5 shows the
relationship of δψ and θn in acceleration frame. From (19),
A

p
n is the circle that has center at (−vxn ,−vyn) and radius of

1. Rewriting (21), the acceleration can be represented as the
sum of two vectors:

an =−1
h

vn +
1
h

vn+1 (36)



Since vn is given, − 1
h vn is deterministic. It is straightforward

that the direction of the vector 1
h vn is ψn. The other vector

1
h vn+1 depends on the value of an. If we choose some point
on the circle as an, then the vector from the tip of − 1

h vn
to the tip of an will be 1

h vn+1. Similarly, direction of the
vector is ψn+1. Since the desired δψ determines ψn+1, the
intersect points between the vector 1

h vn+1 and the circle Ap
n

are perspective accelerations at t = nh. When the number of
the points are two, the one further from tip of the vector
− 1

h vn is chosen. This is because it makes |vn+1| bigger than
the other so that travel time gets smaller. |δψ| is bounded
within |δψ|max when the tip of the vector − 1

h vn is outside of
the circle. |δψ|max is defined by the |δψ| when the number
of the intersect points is one. So

|δψ|max =

{
sin−1 ( 1

(1/h−1)|vn|
)
, if ( 1

h −1)|vn|> 1
π, if ( 1

h −1)|vn| ≤ 1
(37)

Fig. 5. Geometry of θn and an.

In Fig. 5, θn can be represented as

θn = ψn+1 +φ = ψn +δψ +φ , (38)

where φ can be obtained by using law of sines:

φ = sin−1 ((1
h
−1)|vn|sin(δψ)

)
. (39)

Note that δψ is signed angle and so is φ determined by δψ .
Equation (34) can be written as (40) by using (37), (38), and
(39).

θn = ψn +φ + kpyerr + kdψerr + ki

∫
yerrdt (40)

subject to

ψn +φ −|δψ|max ≤ θn ≤ ψn +φ + |δψ|max (41)

In order to meet obstacle avoidance, maximum yerr should
be less than minimum distance from obstacles to the pre-
generated Bézier curve. For computational efficiency, the
minimum distance is measured as minimum distance from
obstacles to control points of the Bézier curve.

VI. REFINING ACCELERATIONS

As explained in Section V, an ∈ A
p
n guarantees optimal

condition (9) at t = nh. Given that we choose small enough
value for h, violation of the dynamic constraint (6) due to
deviation of velocity for time interval t ∈

(
nh,(n+1)h

)
can

be ignored. However, dealing with the dynamic constraint
for the interval gives more reliability and accuracy for
motion planning of the robot. In this section, we are to find
accelerations that nearly guarantees the optimal condition
while satisfying the dynamic constraint for t ∈

[
nh,(n+1)h

)
.

Fig. 6. Adjusted acceleration.

A. IR mode

We refer Fig. 6 to explain refinement of accelerations in
IR mode. Fig. 6 shows An, the circle that has center at −vn
and radius of 1 in acceleration frame. ap, ap

1 , and ap
2 denote

the corresponding accelerations to p, zp
1 , and zp

2 , respectively
(See Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)). They are given by using (22). Since
an and zn+1 have linear relationship in (22), angle variables
φ , ζ , γ , and θn are same as the ones in position frame. The
curve segment Ωa that pass through ap

1 , and ap
2 is the set of

the accelerations corresponding to Ωz:

Ωa = {an| an =
2(zn+1− zn− vnh)

h2 }, zn+1 ∈Ωz. (42)

In Fig. 6, vp
n+1 denotes the velocity at next step when ap

1 is
chosen as an:

vp
n+1 = vn +hap

1 . (43)

Notice that the vector −hap
1 propagates outward of the circle

that has center at ap
1 and radius of 1 from −vn. It means that

the dynamic constraint (6) is violated for t ∈
[
nh,(n+1)h

)
.

We are to find new feasible acceleration a′n ∈ Ωa so that
the dynamic constraint is satisfied for the time interval. Geo-
metrically, the circle A′n that has center at a′n and radius of 1
should contain the trajectory of −v(t) for t ∈

(
nh,(n+1)h

)
.

For the sake of short travel time, the acceleration is chosen



near ap
1 . Since Ωa can be considered to be line segment for

small h, the acceleration is represented as

a′n = ap
1 + km, k ∈ R+, (44)

where

m =−
[
Ẋ(λ p) Ẏ (λ p)

]T
. (45)

Recall that the vehicle follows constant acceleration equa-
tions of motion with an for t ∈

[
nh,(n + 1)h

)
. So vx(t) and

vy(t) linearly increase or decrease for the interval. That is, the
trajectory of v(t) for t ∈

[
nh,(n+1)h

)
is the line connecting

vn and vn+1. So, it is sufficient that A′n contains −vn and
−vn+1. Since a′n ∈An, A′n always contains −vn. Thus we only
need to find k such that −vn+1 is within A′n. Since smaller
k leads to shorter travel time, k is calculated by solving

|a′n +vn +ha′n|= 1. (46)

The equation (46) can be rewritten as the second polynomial
with respect to k:

ak2 +bk + c = 0, (47)

where

a = (1+h)2(m2
x +m2

y)

b = 2(1+h)(mx(vxn +(1+h)ap
x1

)+my(vyn +(1+h)ap
y1

))

c = ((1+h)ap
x1

+ vxn)
2 +((1+h)ap

y1
+ vyn)

2−1

,

(48)[
mx my

]T = m and
[
ap

x1 ap
y1

]T = ap
1 . The smaller root of

(47) is selected as k.

B. OR mode

We also refer Fig. 6 to describe refinement of accelerations
in OR mode. In OR mode, ap

1 and ap
2 is the accelerations

determined by intersections between A
p
n and the vector 1

h vn+1
from −vn in acceleration frame (See Fig. 5). The new
acceleration a′n is represented by (44) with m given by

m =−
[
cos(ψn +δψ) sin(ψn +δψ)

]T
. (49)

Similarly, the smaller root of (47) is selected as k.

VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Simulations provided in this section demonstrate improve-
ment of trajectory generation and control by the proposed
algorithm in terms of travel time, satisfaction of dynamic
constraint, and smooth motion control compared to Sahraei’s
algorithm. Also, they show robustness of the proposed algo-
rithm. Fig. 7 shows the course used for the simulation. Red
circles indicate obstacles.

The initial position and the velocity are given by:

z0 = (1.75,0.54) [m], (50)
v0 = (0,0) [m/s]. (51)

The final position is given by

z f = (6.85,3.28) [m]. (52)

Fig. 7. The resulting trajectories by different algorithms over the reference
trajectory (bold black curve).

Fig. 8. Noise for the close-loop trajectory.

The sample time interval h is given by

h = 0.0033[s]. (53)

Characteristic variables are given by

α = 1[N/V ], β = 1[kg/s], m = 1[kg], Umax = 3[v].
(54)

The reference trajectory is constructed by a Bézier curve
of which control points are given by

p0 = (1.75,0.54), p1 = (3.49,2.05), p2 = (3.72,2.14),
p3 = (4.55,2.04), p4 = (5.35,3.24), p5 = (6.85,3.28),

(55)

and illustrated as bold black curve in Fig. 7. The simulation
of Sahraei’s algorithm has been done with the same param-
eters above and ε = 0.01.

In Fig. 7, two kinds of trajectories are generated depending
on addition of noise. The open loop trajectory without noise
is generated by applying IR logic of the proposed algorithm
and Sahraei’s algorithm. The close loop trajectory with noise
is generated by combining IR and OR logic of the proposed
algorithm. The resulting trajectory shows the robustness to
noise in Fig. 7. Noise was modeled as white noise as shown
in Fig. 8 and added to actual position. The simulation results
are listed in table I. The resulting final time t f by the
proposed algorithm is substantially shorter than the one by
Sahraei’s algorithm. Sahraei’s algorithm leads to violation of
the dynamic constraint (6). We can see that q2

x +q2
y exceeds



TABLE I
RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION

Methods t f [s] Violation of (6) [%]
∫ t f

0 |yerr|2dt
Open-loop without

noise by IR
3.6667 0 0

Close-loop with

noise by IR and OR
3.6333 0 9.2435×10−5

Open-loop without

noise by Sahraei
13.2667 31.91 0

boundary condition 1 in Fig. 9(f). On the other hand, q2
x +q2

y
by the proposed algorithm is 1 at the end of every sample
time interval as shown in Fig. 9(d) and 9(e). In addition, the
proposed algorithm generates smoother controls, qx and qy
and velocities vx and vy than Sahraei’s algorithm as shown
in Fig. 9(a), 9(b), 9(g) and 9(h).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a collision-free real-time motion
planning algorithm for an omnidirectional mobile robot. It
has been shown that planned motion of the robot is a
computationally effective way to satisfy obstacle avoidance
as well as robustness, and the proposed algorithm leads to
short travel times. Numerical simulations demonstrate the
improvement of the motion planning compared to Sahraei’s
algorithm.
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(a) qx and qy by IR. (b) qx and qy by IR and OR (noise). (c) qx and qy by Sahraei.

(d) q2
x +q2

y by IR. (e) q2
x +q2

y by IR and OR (noise). (f) q2
x +q2

y by Sahraei.

(g) vx and vy by IR. (h) vx and vy by IR and OR (noise). (i) vx and vy by Sahraei.

Fig. 9. The results obtained by the proposed algorithm and Sahraei’s algorithm.


